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The CL Sheeter is the optimal solution 
for converting or printing plants that 
require high-production and the best 
sheeting quality for an affordable price.

This sheeter allows a quick return 
of investment thanks to its high 
technological capabilities and high 
speed production. It is a modular 
machine that can be installed in few 
days.

CL 165 Sheeter

High quality of final product

Low operational cost

Low maintenance

AVAILABLE OPTIONS

› Splice detector
› Web guider
› Trim removal system
› Dust suction
› Tab inserter
› Connection to central computer

STANDARD FEATURES 

› Two reels unwinder
› Brake Control
› Decurling equipment
› Slitting
› Pulling section
› Synchro cross-cutting system
› Reject gate
› Overlapping group
› Sheet counting
› Jam detection system
› Frontal stack equalizing equipment
› Side separators and back-stops
› Stacking table
› Safety Equipment



Max. width 1700 mm

Min. width 550 mm

Max. diameter 1850 mm

Min. diameter 500 mm

Max. width 1650 mm

Min. width 300 mm

Max. length 1650  mm

Min. length 400 mm

Max. height (incl. Pallet) 1.500 mm Max. Speed 300 m/min

REEL DIMENSIONS FORMAT DIMENSIONS

STACK DIMENSIONS SPEED

› Sheeting length accuracy: 0,5mm per 1000mm 
› Sheet angle accuracy: ±0.5mm per 1000mm
› Maximum sheet load: 1000 g/m2

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Service

Upgrades

Maintenance

Online 
Asistance

Spare parts

Machine relocation

In-house training
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In Pasaban we care about accompanying and advising our customers professionally, not only during the 
whole purchase process, but also after the sale through our Technical Service. We consider it essential that the 
customer’s experience with our machines is unbeatable because we understand that by doing so we improve their 
competitiveness while giving meaning to our purpose as a company.

For this reason, we offer the most robust and precise converting machinery on the market, ensuring a very low 
operating and maintenance cost. 

Our commitment to our customers is to ensure that those key indicators are fully guaranteed: format length, format 
width, automatic sheet rejection with splicing, free of surface marks, dust free, high stacking quality and more. 
All this on a continuous basis, at operating speeds that no other supplier is able to reach, always guaranteeing 
excellent performance and high satisfaction that will contribute to ensure a low operating cost per ton produced 
in sheets.

We are aware of the importance of offering a professional after-sales service, with always reasonable prices 
in both services and spare parts, because this contributes to make our customers more competitive and helps 
them in achieving profits in their business. Our service network is composed of professionals with decades of 
experience who will advise you and help you efficiently in solving problems. Either through remote connections 
for which all our machines are prepared, or through different types of services always adapted to your real need.
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